
A LIFE UPSIDE DOWN

Chapter: 933
“Fuck you, dare to hurt the ugly man, I’m fighting with you!”
“Brothers, fight with him!!!”
These thugs are all powerful young men of Kong Wu. One by one, seeing
the ugly master’s chest collapsed, they are dying, their eyes are red, and
their eyes are distraught. Not only are they scared, but they are full of Ye
Xingchen. Hatred and killing intent.
Seeing this situation, Ye Xingchen frowned slightly. From his point of view,
even if there were a hundred people in front of him, they would be nothing
more than ants.
“Get off!” He was too lazy to do anything with this group of ants, and
directly scolded, the surging weather on his body exuded, scaring the group
of ants away, his goal was only neon clothes.
Now six seconds have passed. According to Nishang’s words just now, he
already has a lot of time left. If Nishang really ran into the secret room to
hide, he really had no idea what to do.
His aura is very powerful, bringing a lot of coercion to the hundreds of thugs,
but they did not back down because of this, because the dying ugly master
said a word: “Give me revenge, kill him ……”
Chou Ye is the underground emperor of Hwaseong City. It is not his force,
but his charisma. He has talents that ordinary people do not have in this
respect. All his subordinates are devoted and loyal to him. This is the same
as he did to Qin Yuehua.
“Come on! Revenge for the ugly man!!”
“Hack him!!”
“Hack him…”
In an instant, the people of Bailai were all beaten up with blood, rushed
towards Ye Xingchen, and immediately flooded Ye Xingchen.
Suddenly, Ye Xingchen’s face changed and it became very ugly. It wasn’t
that he was afraid of this group of people, no matter how many came, it was
just ants. However, his time has been delayed. No matter how superb his
cultivation is, it is impossible to subdue so many ordinary people who
regard death as home in a short period of time.
This also means that the neon clothes are going to escape.
And this kind of result is not what he wants to see! !
He immediately became annoyed, and a sharp murderous intent appeared in
his eyes, “You are here, looking for death!!”
He started to shoot, the speed is extremely fast, almost beyond the level of
ordinary people’s retina can capture.
Bang bang bang bang bang bang…
He shot continuously, adding his fists and kicks, and every hit would
inevitably knock down a beater, and the beater who was hit would inevitably
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be seriously injured or even killed on the spot.
In the corner, the ugly master who has completely lost his fighting ability,
unable to move, looked at this scene, his eyes were cracked, full of hatred,
anger, and shame…
I read: “Brothers, I can’t help you guys this time…”
His tears flowed down, and the pain in his heart couldn’t get any more.
Then, he reached into his trouser pocket with difficulty, took out his cell
phone, made a call, and waited for a few seconds. Fortunately, the call was
connected and Lin Ziming’s voice came from inside, “What’s the matter.”
The Ugly Master had a weak tone and was obviously choked, “Master, Ye
Xingchen came to the door, he knows the period of weakness of Master
Nishang, it is very dangerous…”
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